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QUESTION 1

The following SAS program is submitted: 

proc print data = sasuser.houses; 

run; 

 

proc means data = sasuser.shoes; 

run; 

Which one of the following OPTIONS statements resets the page number to 1 for the second report? 

A. options pageno = 1; 

B. options pagenum = 1; 

C. options reset pageno = 1; 

D. options reset pagenum = 1; 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 2

The following SAS program is submitted: 

data work.new; 

length word $7; 

amount = 7; 

if amount = 5 then word = `CAT\\'; 

else if amount = 7 then word = `DOG\\'; 

else word = `NONE!!!\\'; 

amount = 5; 

run; 

Which one of the following represents the values of the AMOUNT and WORD variables? 

A. amount word 5 DOG 

B. amount word 5 CAT 
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C. amount word 7 DOG 

D. amount word 7 " " (missing character value) 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

The following SAS DATA step is submitted: 

data sasdata.atlanta 

sasdata.boston 

work.portland work.phoenix; 

set company.prdsales; 

if region = `NE\\' then output boston; 

if region = `SE\\' then output atlanta; 

if region = `SW\\' then output phoenix; 

if region = `NW\\' then output portland; 

run; 

Which one of the following is true regarding the output data sets? 

A. No library references are required. 

B. The data sets listed on all the IF statements require a library reference. 

C. The data sets listed in the last two IF statements require a library reference. 

D. The data sets listed in the first two IF statements require a library reference. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 4

Which one of the following SAS statements renames two variables? 

A. set work.dept1 work.dept2(rename = Ucode =jobcode) (sal salary)); 

B. set work.dept1 workdept2(rename = Ucode =jobcode sal = salary)); 

C. set work.dept1 work.dept2(rename =jcode =jobcode sal = salary); 

D. set work.dept1 work.dept2(rename = Ucode jobcode) (sal salary)); 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

The contents of two SAS data sets named EMPLOYEE and SALARY are listed below. 

EMPLOYEE SALARY 

name age name salary 

Bruce 30 Bruce 40000 

Dan 35 Bruce 35000 

Dan 37000 

Dan 

The following SAS program is submitted: 

data work.empsalary 

merge work.employee (in = inemp) 

work.salary (in = insal); 

by name; 

if inemp and insal; 

run; 

How many observations will the data set WORK.EMPSALARY contain? 

A. 2 

B. 4 

C. 5 

D. 6 

Correct Answer: B 
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